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Configuration Manual

Pratiksha Arvind Chate
x20150377

1 Introduction

This configuration manual provides a high-level overview of the hardware and software
requirements for replicating the study. This handbook will be valuable in gaining a decent
understanding of the prerequisites, starting with setting up the execution environment
for implementing the research.

Figure 1: Phases of executing the Jupyter notebook files

The figure Figure 1 depicts the three phases to execute the files created. The sequence
of the notebooks is Data Cleaning and Exploratory Data Analysis
(”x20150377 Exploratory Data Analysis”), Feature Engineering
(”x20150377 Feature Engineering”) and Data Modelling (”x20150377 Modelling”).

2 System Configuration

2.1 Hardware Requirements

The hardware specifications on which this research is implemented is given as follows:

• Windows Edition: Windows 10 Home Single Language

• Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-10750H CPU @ 2.60GHz 2.59 GHz

• Installed RAM: 8.00 GB (7.80 GB usable)
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• System Type: 64-bit operating system, x64-based processor

• Pen and Touch No pen or touch input is available for this display

Figure 2: Device Specifications

2.2 Software Requirements

The software requirements to implement this research are stated below:

• Programming Language: Python (version - 3.9.5)

• IDE: Jupyter Notebook

3 Project Implementation

This section concentrates upon the steps involved to execute the research model imple-
mented.

3.1 Programming Environment Setup

The Jupyter Notebook is launched from the command prompt in order to start the
execution environment for its implementation.

(a) Launch Jupyter Notebook (b) Jupyter Notebook home page

Figure 3: Execution environment

The Figure 3a shows the command to start the jupyter notebook through command
prompt. As the jupyter notebook is launched, a new tab with home page is opened in
the browser as shown in Figure 3b.
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3.2 Data Collection

The dataset which the research is based upon is a fairly descriptive sales and order data
of an e-commerce giant based out of Brazil. The dataset incorporates particulars of
100k customer orders placed in Brazil between the year 2016 and the year 2018. The
attributes of this data facilitate observation of details from several viewpoints. The data is
gathered from Kaggle1 and is present in the form of CSV files that are further subdivided
into numerous distinct datasets for easier interpretation and organization.

The new Python 3 file is created (with .ipynb extension) to extract the collected data
and explore it to draw meaningful insights required for further processing.

3.3 Python Libraries

The libraries used such as pandas2, Numpy3, matplotlib4, seaborn5 are described in the
table 1 below.

Library Version
pandas 1.2.4
Numpy 1.19.5
matplotlib 3.4.2
seaborn 0.11.1
datetime

Table 1: Python Libraries used for Data Analysis

These libraries can be installed using pip command in the Jupyter Notebook.
Example: The Numpy library can be used by the command:
!pip install numpy.

Figure 4: Fetch the collected data to jupyter notebook

Once all the standard packages are in place, the collected data is fetched into the python
notebook to perform data cleaning operations and exploratory data analyis as shown in
the Figure 5.

1https://www.kaggle.com/olistbr/brazilian-ecommerce
2https://pandas.pydata.org/
3https://numpy.org/
4https://matplotlib.org/
5https://seaborn.pydata.org/
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3.4 Data Merging (One-to-One Mapping)

Few discrepancies were observed in the data causing cartesian product which were handled
keeping in mind the below assumptions.
Assumptions:

• Order ID will be unique across all the transaction tables so that the resultant data
is based on one-to-one mapping.

• One review ID can be tagged to just one order ID.

• For analysis, the data will be constrained to contain unique order IDs with one
order item and one payment record.

Figure 5: Fetch the collected data to jupyter notebook

Data cleaning operations such as treating null values, deduplication, etc. were performed.

Figure 6: Final Data for EDA

The final set of data obtained contains 42 variables and no missing values as shown
in Figure 6

The detailed exploratory data analysis on the cleaned data is performed with respect
to the positive and negative reviews and some meaningful insights were discovered.
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3.5 Customer Segmentation

The customer segmentation based on quantile method is implemented to segment the
customers into their respective groups. The Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9 depict the
customer segmentation implemented.

Figure 7: Distribution Plot for Recency, Frequency and Monetary value

Figure 8: Customer segmentation

Figure 9: Customer Segmentation Diagram
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3.6 Feature Engineering

This part of the research is considered to be significant as feature engineering is known to
enhance the performance of the machine learning models applied. This is the second phase
of this research. It is implemented by executing the ”x20150377 Feature Engineering”
upon the successful execution of ”x20150377 Exploratory Data Analysis”. The set of
libraries required to execute the feature engineering file are same as mentioned in the
Table 1

To achieve the desired objective, new time-based and distance based features have
been added and the existing attributes were not highly correlated with the target variable.

Figure 10: Time-based features

Time-based features such as ”estimated time”, ”actual delivery time”, ”difference
between actual and estimated delivery time”, ”difference between purchased and order
approved time”, and ”difference between purchased and shipped time” have been created
as demonstrated in Figure 10 from the existing features to check if these are correlated
with the target variable.

Figure 11: Distance-based features
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Similarly, the distance-based features such as ”distance” between customer and seller
and ”speed” of delivery were created as depicted in Figure 11.

The newly created attributes were analysed with kdeplot and box plot to check if they
are correlated with the target variable. The analysis of ”difference between actual and
estimated delivery time” is presented as an example in the figure below.

(a) kdeplot (b) Box plot

Figure 12: Analysis of difference between actual and estimated delivery time

This newly derived attribute is found to be useful for predicting the review score
as for lower values, probability density of positive review scores is highly peaked (refer
Figure 12a). The same is conveyed through the box plot in Figure 12b. Thus, the
likelihood of receiving a positive review score is high if the product is delivered before
the estimated delivery date. Also, business is likely to receive a lower review score if the
delivery exceeds the estimated delivery time.

(a) Same city and same state (b) Late shipping and high freight

Figure 13: Binary features

Some new binary features such as ”same city”, ”same state”, ”late shipping” and
”high freight” were derived (refer Figure 13) to check if the customers are sellers are from
the same city, same state or if the product is shipped late or high freight value is paid by
the customers respectively.

3.7 Data Modelling

This is the final phase of this research where data oversampling, and modelling is per-
formed and the implemented models are evaluated. It is implemented by executing the
”x20150377 Modelling” upon the successful execution of ”x20150377 Feature Engineering”.
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The packages imported such as pickle6, sklearn7, imblearn8, and lightgbm9 for executing
this file are presented in the Table 2 along with the versions used.

Library Version
pandas 1.2.4
Numpy 1.19.5
matplotlib 3.4.2
seaborn 0.11.1
datetime
pickle 4.0
scikit-learn (sklearn) 0.24.2
imblearn 0.8.0
lightgbm 3.2.1

Table 2: Python Libraries used for Data Modelling

Figure 14: Packages for Data Modelling

The modules and sub-packages from the libraries mentioned in the Table 2 that are
used for data modelling are depicted in the Figure 14. These packages are the prerequisites
for the execution of machine learning models implemented.

3.8 Data Preparation

The categorical variables such as ”payment type”, ”order status”, ”product category
name”, and ”RFM Level” are transformed in the numeric values to train the model using
LabelEncoder as shown in Figure 15.

6https://docs.python.org/3/library/pickle.html
7https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
8https://imbalanced-learn.org/stable/
9https://lightgbm.readthedocs.io/en/latest/Python-Intro.html
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Figure 15: Data Preparation for modelling

3.9 Data Oversampling

The data is highly imbalanced (79% posiive and 21% negative). This might yeild poor
results.

Figure 16: Oversample data using SMOTE and Random Sampling

For this purpose, Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) and Random
Sampling is used as shown in Figure 16. The distribution of features when randomly
oversampled was similar to the original distribution of features as observed in the original
dataset. However, with SMOTE oversampling, the distribution is slightly deviated as
compared to that of the original data. Therefore, randomly oversampled data is used for
training the models.

3.10 Stratified Train-Test Split

The randomly oversampled data is used for splitting it into the training(80%) and test-
ing(20%) datasets as shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Train-Test Split
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3.11 Classification Models

3.11.1 Random Forest Model

In this study, the Random Forest Classifier is used for the binary classification of reviews
as positive or negative. The hyperparameter tuning of this model is implemented in
Figure 18, and Figure 19. The best parameters of the model obtained are depicted in
Figure 20. The model is then trained with these best parameters as shown in Figure 21.

Figure 18: nestimatorsforRandomForestModel

Figure 19: Depth for Random Forest Model
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Figure 20: Best Parameters for Random Forest Model

Figure 21: Random Forest training with best parameters

3.11.2 Light Gradient Boosting Model (LGBM)

The LGBM Classifier is also used for the binary classification of reviews as positive or
negative. The hyperparameter tuning of this model is implemented in Figure 22. The
best parameters of the model obtained are depicted in Figure 23. The model is then
trained with these best parameters as shown in Figure 24.

Figure 22: n estimators for LGBM
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Figure 23: Best parameters for LGBM

Figure 24: LGBM training with best parameters

3.11.3 AdaBoost Model

The AdaBoost Classifier is the final model used for the binary classification of reviews.
The hyperparameter tuning of this model is implemented in Figure 25. The best para-
meters of the model obtained are depicted in Figure 26. The model is then trained with
these best parameters as shown in Figure 27.

Figure 25: n estimators for AdaBoost Model
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Figure 26: Best Parameters for AdaBoost model

Figure 27: Training AdaBoost Model with Best parameters

3.12 Evaluation and Results

The function was defined to plot the confusion matrices for train and test data. The
function is depicted in the Figure 28

Figure 28: Function to plot confusion matrix

3.12.1 Random Forest Model

The classification report for the Random Forest classification model trained on best para-
meters is depicted in Figure 29 along with the confusion matrices in Figure 30. The results
shows that the overall accuracy of the test data using Random Forest model is 95% and
the F1-score for positive and negative review class is 0.95.
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Figure 29: Classification Report for Random Forest Model

Figure 30: Confusion Matrices for Random Forest model

3.12.2 LGBM

The classification report for the LGBM classifier trained on best parameters is depicted
in Figure 31 along with the confusion matrices in Figure 32. The results shows that the
overall test accuracy for the LGBM model is 90% and the F1-score metric for both the
positive and negative classes is 0.90.

Figure 31: Classification Report for LGBM
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Figure 32: Confusion Matrices for LGBM

3.12.3 AdaBoost

The classification report for the AdaBoost classifier trained on best parameters is depicted
in Figure 33 along with the confusion matrices in Figure 34. The results shows that the
overall test accuracy for the AdaBoost classification model is 66% and the F1-score metric
for negative review class is 0.58 and positive class is 0.72.

Figure 33: Classification Report for AdaBoost Model

Figure 34: Confusion Matrices for AdaBoost Model
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